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Sample Screening Survey for People Applying for 
Strategy Sessions 

 
As we’ve discussed, when you’re doing a launch for Strategy Sessions 
(rather than a Paid Program or Product), you’re going to want to send 

the applicants to an application. 
 

Why?  Because we want to “pre-screen” people and see who appears 
most likely to be in urgent need, and most likely to take action in 

hiring you. 
 

This is why these questions are so imperative.  They help us make the 
best “guesses” as to the most viable prospects from all whom apply. 

 
(By the way, there is nothing wrong with hand-selecting the people 

you want to grant the sessions to.  We never, anywhere, said it was 
“random”). 

 

Here is a sample questionnaire I use.  Of course yours will be different 
depending on what niche you’re in.  But see if you can discern why 

these questions would be very important to ask of people given my 
particular business. 

 

“Skyrocket Your Success” Session Application 
 
Just fill in the form below and click submit.  
 

Note: All your information is completely confidential and we will never 
share it with anyone. Ever. Thank you! 

 
Name  

Email   

Phone Number  
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Website  

1. First, are you a dedicated, stop-at-nothing, focused business 
owner who is very serious about making the changes to take 

your business forward, or is this business really more of a hobby 
or "extra income?" (Please be honest - no judgment).  

2. What is the primary business you are in? In other words, what 
do you do?  

3. What has your income been in 2013 so far?  

4. What are you hoping to make, assuming you had the right 
support, in the next year?  

 5. What are the areas in which you need the most help, 

direction, mentorship, and proven strategies? In other words, 
what things have you most stuck?  

6. It takes time and resources to build a business. Do you have a 
source of income to fund the steps required to grow a business 

that's truly profitable and sustainable?  

7. What other specific help building your business have you 
sought in the past? Have you worked with any coaches? Taken 

trainings? Other?  

8. How important is it on a scale of 1 - 10 for you to significantly 

increase your clients and income now?  

9. Is there anything else you'd like me to know?  

I’m sure you’ll see from the questions above how this gives me a good 

“sense” of each person applying. Each of the questions reveals crucial 
information so I can assert whether the person would be a good “fit.” 

In particular, pay attention to questions 6, 7, and 8.  Question 6 lets 

me know if the person recognizes that it takes a source of income to 
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fund a business, and asks if they have access to that.  (I’m not saying 
that building a business has to be exorbitant, but it does require some 

money to put certain foundations in place.  Plus, this helps me assess 
whether someone would or would not have the funds to retain my 

coaching services). 

Question 7 shows me if the person has a history in investing to get 

help for their situation.  If they have, that’s a good sign, right?  (If 
they haven’t yet invested to get help with their situation, it doesn’t 

mean they’re a poor prospect – they might be willing to invest now – 
it’s just that if they show prior investing behavior, that’s a good thing). 

And Question 8 determines the urgency.  I won’t ever give anyone a 

session who rates their scale at less than a 9. 

So… what types of questions in your niche would help you pre-

screen applicants and assess their likelihood of hiring you? 

 Also Note:  You can create a free questionnaire such as this at: 
www.surveymonkey.com. 

(Mine is a survey page on my website at this point, but earlier in 
my business growth I did my questionnaires on 

www.surveymonkey.com). 

 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/

